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Arkenol's proprietary acid hydrolysis technology converts lignocellulosic waste raw materials
into value-added end-products in fuels and chemicals categories. Arkenol teclurology has been
developed over the past five yea$ from basic researchthrough advanced R&D phase into a
pilot-scale process that has demonstrated the successful production of commercial grade
fermentable sugars in batch/continuous concentrated acid hydrolysis systems, followed by the
conveFion of sugarc into ethanol. The company has been awarded or allocated at least four US
patents on its acid hydrolysis technology and has at least fifteen other US and international
patents or intellectual protection ideas pending.
Prirnary technology development at Arkenol was focused on ethanol production and was bas€d
on rice straw as the starting raw material. However, the company has tested several other raw
material sources and researchedthe production of a wide vadety of chemical end-products.
Raw mate al t]?es and/or sources that are tested at Arkenol include mixed waste (21yo grass,
10% wood, and 70% paper), newsprint, green waste, grasses (switch grass and midplain grass),
stover, sttaw, and baggass, The company has characterized all of these raw materials for sugar
production. The production feld of the sugar has been further characterized into five-<arbon
(C5) and six-carbon (C6) sugars. Arkenol's fermentation technology for ethanol production is
based on both C5 and C6 sugars derived from cellulose and hemicellulosic portions of the
lignocellulosic raw materiats.
This study is undeltaken by Booz.Allen to determine the monetary value of collective Arkenol
technologies based on its R&D base, and technology commercialization potential.
Scope of the Project
This technology valuation study is done based on Arkenol's base acid hydrolysis technology
and the three first-order primary products produced from the utilization of fermentable sugars.
Booz Allen's task under this assignmentwas to evaluate the dollar value of Arkenol,s overall
technical capabilities in their core acid hydrolysis and fermentation systems as applied to three
primary end-products - ethanol, butanol, and cikic acid.
Booz.AIIen's TaskD esciption
Booz Allen's specific effort under this task was focused on determining the value of Arkenol's
commercial business potential in biobased fuels and chernicals markets. This task was limited
to valuating ethanol, citric acid, and butanol production at full commercial scale. Based on
Arkenol's identified list of targeted chemicals Ooth initial and long-term product lines) and the
targeted consumer end-product market segments, Booz.Allen also examined both the technical
soundness of technology and commetcial successpotential as driven by projected production
costs of Arkenol's entire product line.
Booz Allen has developed three alternate scenariosfor successbased on market penetration
rates and potential bottlenecks for commercializafion in the US domestic markets covering three
time periods of present value, five year and ten year time-frames.
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Study Limitations
The technology value numbers calculated in this study are based on ethanol, butanol, and cikic
acid economics only and do not take into consideration the influence of second- and third-order
value-added chemicals that can be produced from Arkenol's technology.
This study further limits the economic calculations to the US fuel and chemical narkets only.
Details of the calculation methodology are explained in Section 3 below. Since the company has
the most experience in fermentable sugar and ethanol production technologies, these have been
evaluated turder the least amount of economic constraints. The othet two first-order chemicals
- butanol and citric acid - are evaluated with market entrj. and production constraints. The
R&D experience in developing these products is another constraint since it determines the
confidence in the commercialization of Arkenol's technologies.
Another limitation of this study is the evaluation of market penetration rates for the three
Arkenol products. The assumptions made in determining the available malkets are based on
the present market climate which may change dramatically with time. The present value
scenario will present the most accurate value numbers with the best confidence interval,
followed by the five and ten year value projections.
Disclairner
Booz.Allen has conducted this technology valuation study based on appropriate market,
business,technology, and management information that was provided by Arkenol and other
extemal sources that are industry relevant.
Data SourceReliance
To the best of our knowledge, the data used to determine the value of Arkenol tedrnology is
supported by documentation. The primary source of technology information was Alkenol while
market and businessdevelopment information is from a wide variety of sources listed in the
bibliography section at the end of the report. The technology information was gathered by
reviewing the technical inJormation from the documents that were supplied by Arkenol Inc.,
McFarland Grossman & Company, and a number of extehal sources (both public and
propritary information to Booz.Allen during phase one of this project. Booz.Allen also
interviewed key technical and business personnel at Arkenol who are responsible for research,
development and commercialization of Arkenol technology.
Several industry relevant sources were utilized for bas€ data on present market size, existing
production capacities, production costs, and market growth rates. Booz.AIIen has made every
effort to cross-reference the information sources to ensule accuracy. However, we realize that
the accuracy of information can not be absolute and hence our reliance on extemal sources of
primary market and industry information may intloduce an eror element into our overall value
proiections. (Pleasesee Section 5 on value adjustment considerations for further clarification on
data sourcereliance).
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During the course of this valuation stud, Booz.Allen has identified 32 primary variables Ooth
Arkenol technology specific and external industry and market factors) that could affect the
outcome of this analysis. We have made assumptions based on our knowledge of the
bioproducts indusky, markets, and technologies to reduce the number of working var.iable with
a minimum impact on the accuracy of the results. Key economic variables that are technology
specific were homogenized for the tfuee products under consideration so that a comparison was
possible. Since these tlre€ products deal with thrce different market sets, it was not possible
for us to perfectly align all of the market variables. For example, ethanol sells in the fuel
market, butanol in industrial chemical/solvent markets, and citric acid in food/beverage and
chemical markets.
Liability Clause
This valuation study was prepared by Booz.Allen & Hamilton Inc. of Mclean, Virginia, for the
McFarland Grossman & Co. of Houston, Texas lrnder a consulting agreement. The material in
this study reflects Booz.Allen's best judgment in light of the information available to it at the
time of preparation. Any use which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance on or
decisionsto be made based on it, are the responsibility of such third party. Booz.Allen accepts
no responsibility for damages, if any, suffeted by any third party as a result of decisions made
or actions taken based on this report.
Neither Booz.Allen's name nor its reports are to be used for sales or promotional purposes.
Use of this report is limited by McFarland Grossman & Company and by its immediate clients
induding Arkenol, and any further distributiofl in whole or in part of this report is subject to
Booz.Allen's prio! written approval.
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The scope of this valuation is based on prirnary acid hydrolysis technology and the first-order
product line as identified by Arkenol- The actual value determination is performed based on
intellectual property of the operatin& licensin& and patent sold values of Arkenol technology.
Arkenol Technology and Producl Line
The Arkenol shong acid hydrolysis technology converts lignocellulosic waste materials available
from agdculfural and industrial sources into fermentable five- and six-carbon suga$ that are
then converted into valueadded fuels and chemicals.
Brief TechnologyDescription
Arkenol has invested approximately $5 million in the development of a proprietary
concentrated acid hydrolysis technology that converts lignocellulosic materials to value,added
industrial and consumer end-products in fuels and chedricalscategories. Stage one processes
the primary feedstock into fermentable sugars of both five and six carbon atoms, while the
second stage of the process takes these fermentable sugars and converts them to the desired fuel
or chemical end-products.
Arkenol's fermentation systerns are based on fermenting both five- and sixrarbon sugars to
value-added end-products. This immensely adds to the overall economic productivity of the
process. We have factored in this valuation the added gains that occur as a result of converting
five-carbon sugars into value-added products. Conventional fermentation schemes are limited
to processing only six-carbon sugar into ethanol, butanol or citric acid.
As the base case,Arkenol technology takes the primary raw material, e.g., rice straw or waste
paper, and passes it through a hammer mill to physically break down the material into smaller
pieces in order to increase the surface volume. Then, the finely divided raw material is sent to a
decrystalizer/hydrolyzer where water and concenkated sulfuric acid is added to hydrolyze the
cellulosic material into sugars and lignin. The lignin portion is recovered as a blproduct which
is then used to either supply the energy needs for the process or further processed as a valueadded byproduct for revenue generation. The excess acid is recovered and recycled into the
Process.
Small amounts of excess sulfuric acid in the sugar solution is neutralized with sodium
hydroxide. The sugar solution is then fed to the fermentation unit. In the fermentation teactor,
the appropriate microbial strain is added under sterile conditions. Some nutdents are added to
support the microbial growth and to maximize the conveEion efficiency of the fermentation
process. Dependin8 upon the 9?e of microbe, ethanol, butanol, or citric acid is produced,
which is then separated from the rest of the fermentation broth via distillation or other
separation techniques. Carbon dioxide is produced as the byproduct in the
Arkenol has tested rnost of the available raw material sourcesfor thei! suitability in the acid
hydrolysis technology for the production of primary sugars induding agr.icultural waste biomass
(rice and other grain straw), pulp rnill sludge, newsprint,lumb€r mill wood chips, saw dust, and
other asriculfural and industrial materials.
Booz.Allen & Hamilton Inc.
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The flexibility of feedstock acceptanceby Arkenol's acid hydrolysis technology allows the
proposed biobased chemicals production systems to be adapted universally by matching locally
available raw materials waste or virgin - with the needed chemicalsfor meeting the market
demands. Also, integration of power generationand utilization of cogenerationschemeswith
fuels and chemicals production lends itself to both grcater energy and material efficiencies that
translateinto beher production economics.
List of Prod.uctsby Category
Fifteen chemicals have been selectedby Arkenol to target in the initial phase of business
development. The chemicals are divided into three categories: organic acids, solvents. arrd
other chemicals. The table below presents the market evaluation of these chemicals based on
current market forces, technology adaptability potential by Arkenol, and other domestic and
intemational market drive6.
The chemicals selected for primary business development focus are fitst-order chemicals only.
Several derivatives of these chemicalsare possible for further development that would target
both niche and specialty high-value markets. The selected list of chemicals under consideiation
for comnercialization at Arkenol is presented in the table below.

List of Arkenol's P mary and SccondaryProducts
Organlc Aclds

CitdcandOxalicAcid
Acetatss(Elhyl and Eutyl)

Intellectual Property Valuation Basis
The intellectual property valuation done by Booz.Allen is based on the number and types of
patents that Arkenol has obtained or filed on its core acid hydrolysis and felmentation
technologies. The information provided by Arkenol in the form of patents, publications, and
through the personal interviews with the technical and business staff at Arkenol are lhe basis
for the intellectual property valuation component of ihis study.
Three different scenarios emerge when we consider the implementation oI Arkenol's technology:
.

Arkenol may choose to acfually build and operate the production facilthes.

.

Arkenol may chooseto licenseits teclmology to other companiesthat would then build
and operate cornmercial scale facilities.

.

Arkenol may choose to sell all of its intellectual property rights and its patents.

Booz Allen & Hamilton Inc.

The methodology employed to detemine the value of Arkenol technology is based on a wide
variety of factors that are diiven by technical, market, business, company experience, product,
and other relevant factors.
Valuation Model
The valuation model is primarily based on important economic variables that are identified to
have the most influence on the production economics of Arkenol technology. The generic
formula used to calculate the value of each product segment is based on the following list of
variables:
.
.
.
.
.
.

Present product market size
Market captu-repotential by Arkenol based on present implementation
Production costs of Arkenol products based on fermentable sugar production technology
Presentmarketvalue of Arkenol products
Market penetlation successpotential by Arkenol products
Value of Arkenol intellectual property based on patents owned and applied

The above is a partial list of variables that are considered to evaluate the value of Arkenol
technology under the present case scenario. The scenario model presented below explains the
additional factoF considered for five year and ten year scenarios.
The acfual formula used to calculate the value nurnbers is ptesented below.

x[,#:'ff":I,"
[',;lnx'$:'"r1*
1'"i';l*x',:"J"i""]
1x[ ;;rmu"J
Adiustrn€nrl
IFAPSTM
laclor) I
[ (unnbss

The total market size is detelmined based on the applicability of Arkenol's technology to
various all present processes that depend upon primary C5 and C6 sugars as their starting
material. The target market size is calculated based on market capture potential for Arkenol
technology within conunercial economics of competing production processessuch as com sugars
and other available raw mate als that compete with the lignocellulosic feedstocks lsed by
Aikenol tedhology.
The value oI intellectual property as determined by the number of patents issued and pending,
and the quality of technical and management stalf of the company is factored into this
valuation. The value added factor basedon processingof low value (or zero or negative value)
raw material into C5 and C6 sugars is one of the key factots that determine the total value of
the company and or its technologies.
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FAPSIM (The Food and Agiiculture Policy Simulator) is used to quantify the economic effects of
the production of significant quantities of sugars on the overall market value and the size of the
biobased starting raw material. FAPSIM is an annual economekic model of the U.S. biobased
sector, odginally developed at the Deparhnent of Agriculture during the early 1980s. Since that
time, FAPSIM has been continually re-estimated and re-specified to reflect changes in the
strucfure of the induskial agriculture sector of the economy.
Although, FAPSIM was designed primarily as a U.S. agdculhue policy and economic analyses
tool, it has been expanded in the 1990sto predict the boundaries on the rrarket penekation of
new biobased ploducts and/or technologiesthat depend upon agricultural commodities or
wastes as raw material inputs. The model is operated solely by the Economic Research Services
of the U.S. Deparknent of Agriculture in Washington, DC. The us€ of this model for this study
was allowed as a courtsy to Booz.Allen & Hamilton by the Economic Research Services of U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Scenario Model
The value oI Arkenol technology is ti[re sensitive. Since the technology has only been developed
through advanced R&D phase into pilot-scale operation with no comrnercial plants currently in
operation, the prcsent value of Arkenol technology only represents the combination value from
the following tedmology implementation levels:
.
.
.
.
.

Value of Arkenol's core acid hydrolysis technology that produces fermentable sugars.
Value of fermmtation teclnology that results in the production of ethanol.
Value of other first-order chemicals ftutanol and citric acid only)
Value of second-order chemicals that can be produced immediately via fermentation
technology already tested for ethanol production.
Value of intellectual property and opemting experience of pilot-scale systems

The acfual formula used to calculate the value numtrers is presented below.

[rorat t"la*er sze l y' [16rqetMad(etSizel y I nretectuat I v I
(million
pounds)
e.operry
vatuel^[
tnercenosetl^[
[
l^[
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var,e-aaoic I

ua*er I
lrlpstu miust.enrl-^ [ scenario
iado4 l [ aopstnenractorl
I tunittess
This model is based on the valuation model with scenario correction made to the markets based
on FAPSM predictions.
The five year and ten year scenarios take into considention the increased market capfure by
Arkenol products, reduction in production costs, production of higher-value added products in
second-order and specialty chemicals categolies by Arkenol technology, and economies of scale
of large scale production. The increase in markets in ten year scenalio also comes from
Arkenol's entry into international maikets.

Boz Allm & Hmilton
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Technology Model
The technology model is based on the economic improvements that carl be realized by improving
the technical aspects of Arkenol technology. It assumes that all potential products _ sugars-,
ethanol, first-order, secondrrder, and specialty chemicals - are produced from Arkenol
technology using both acid hydrolysis and fermentation technologiesbasedon experiencethat
Arkenol has gained to date by operating the pilot-scale facility. The following are the key
elements of this model:
.
.
.
.

Pilot-scale demonstration of acid hydrolysis and ethanol production.
Arkenol can market fermentable sugars as starting material to other industries at a cost
of $0.06to $0.08per pound.
Ethanol ploduction at full commercial scale is possible within a one year time frame
under present value scenario.
The production processesfor the primary product line under consideration for this
study are optimized.

The acfual formula used to calculate the value numbers is presented below.

x[ "#flr; 1r 1
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The technology model is applied to both present value and scenado models in the overall
valuation of Arkenol's technology. Howeve!, the present value numbers presented do not
include any inclusion of the scenario rnodel. The technology levels considered under these
models are as follows:
.
.
.
.
.

Bas€ technology (acid hydrolysis technology producing fermentable sugars)
Ethanol production technology (fuel market only)
First-order chemicals (chemical market only)
(limited to butanol and citric acid for this study)
Second-order chemicals (chemical market only)
Specialty chemicals technology (chemical market only)

In addition to base chemicals production considered under present value scenaio (ethanol,
butanol, and citric acid), under the five year scenario,increasedproduction of second-order
chemicals is assumed, and ulder the ten year scenario, production of specialty chemicals is
assumed.

Booz Allen & Hamilton lnc,
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This valuation study identified 32 variables that influence the economics of the overall
production schemeof Arkenol technology. We have made assumptions wherever possible to
simplify the model.
Variable Sensitivity Analysis
We have paid especial attention to variablesthat are sensitive to external factors, such as raw
material costs, market growth rate projections, Arkenol market share projections, and product
yields based on piesent technical and potential improvements of Arkenol technology. The
following graph presents the sensitivity ranling of variables that are considered in this analysis.
The price sensitivity to overall economic value of Arkenol technology is one of the most
important factors identified in this analysis. The overall value of Arkenol technology can
change by as much as 30-35 percent depending upon production costs associated with ethanol
and first-order production systems. This sensitivity decreaseswith increasesin the valueadded component of the product mix. With time, the risk associatedbased on production cost
data decreasesas more second-order and specialty chemicals are produced.
Principal EconomicDrivers
Principal economic drivers inJluencing Arkenol's product line in ethanol, butanol, and citric acid
markets are based on aggregate market size, market growth rates, potential for market capfure
by Arkenol, and the price proiections of each of the three product types. The following table
presents the present market size, growth rates and prorected market share capfure potential fo!
Arkenol under two scenaiios.
Market Size, Growth Rates and Proiected Market Shares of Arkenol Products
Paes€ntllarket
Size (million
poundr)

Prcaant Ma*at
Growth Rrte
$ercenl)

Arkanol Merkel
Sheru Polenllal
(5 yettu)

Arkonolltrrkct
ShdrePoientlal
(10yerrr)

Elhanol
Butenol
cltdc Acld

The present selling price of Arkenol identified chemicals is slightly higher than historical prices
due to increased costs for feedstocks from which the conventional products are made. Corn is
used to produce almost 95 percent of ethanol and over m percent of citric acid. Almost all of
the butanol produced today comes fiom crude oil derived butylene.
Ethanol cuffently costs between $1.30 and $1.45per gallon. Recent com-based citric acid
pdces have ranged between $0.85 and $1.04 per pound. Butanol selling prices have been
between $0.50 and $0.55 per pound. The following table compares the present product

Booz.Allen & Hamiltd
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costs/prices with Arkenol projected production costs for these products in the present, five
year, and ten year time frames when the economy of scalesand increasedmarket shares are
rcalized.
Present Prices and Proiected Arkenol Prcduction Costs Under Different Time Scenarios
Pr€acnt
S.JllngPdc.
(c€nb par
poond)

Prcaent
Productlon
Co3|3 (cer B
p€r pound)

Arkanol
Producllon
Costt ln 5
yeaB (cent3
pe. pound)

Ark€nol
Producrdon
Cost. ln lO
ltttra (conls
per poundl

Elharol
Butanol
Cltrlc Acld

The data presented in the table above is primarily used in the valuation models to predict the
value of Arkenol technology. A weighted average is us€d for determining the aggregate matket
share of Arkenol in thes€ thiee product cateqories combined.

Booz Allen & Hamilton Inc.
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The values presented in this study are based on the Teclmology Model which assumes Arkenol
is operating as a fully integrated chemical manufacfurer and distributor. Since Atkenol is
currently a development company, certain factors should be considercd in assessing the relative
values presented in this study. These factors are identifiable, but are not quantifiable, and
therefore have not been included in the valuations presented in this study. Although it is
important to note these factors, their ultimate impact on the valuation is !j!d!ed. Following is a
discussion of the four maior factors:
.

The ability to scale-up the technology from a pilot plant level to a full size plant. Arkenol
has built, tested and operated a chemical plant and Arkenol's management has substantial
experience in scale-up and conunercialization of other t,?es of facilities and teclmologies.
However, they have not built a full size operating plant for their specific technology.
Arkenol has secured process guarantees and had rnultiple engineering firms confim that the
plant can be scaled-upto a full size operating plant.

.

Existing or future competing technologies and products. It is difficult to predict future
technologies or enhants into the three identified Arkenol markets. However, Arkenol is
aware of similar technologiesthat arc in various stagesof development. Few, if aly, of
these technologies are as advanced as Arkenol's and are not as competitive from a cost
perspective. Arkenol has purchased a broad patent approach to protect its intellectual
property and has one patent issued, three allowed and three pending.

.

Arkenol's lack of marketing and distribution capabilities- The abilit"yto meet sales levels
identified in the valuations is dependent upon marketing and distributing the product. As a
development company, Arkenol does not have a marketing or distribution infrastructure.
Arkenol recognizes this issue and has identified several executable strategies to address this
factor induding acquiring an existing marketing company.

.

Lack of management experience in the chemical indusEy. Arkenol's management reflects the
fact that they are a development company and not an operating chemical company.
Arkenol would need to add management with significant experience in the chemical indusky
to achieve the revenues and valuation presented in this sfudy. There is no indication that it
would be difficult to identify and hire these individuals.

Booz.Allen & Hamilton Inc.
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Booz.Allen estintat€sthe pres€nt value of Arkenol's technology in the range of $385 to $5,()
million based on the pres€nt value model, This value set is not discounted based on value
adiustment considerations. A completebreakdown of this analysisis presentedin the table on
the following page.
Unde! Scenariotr with the five year growth model. Booz.A.llenestimatesthe value of Arkenol's
technology to be in $'860to $1,235million range. Under Scenario II considering a ten yea!
growth model, our estimates of the value of Arkenol technology ranges between $1,750to
$2.4{Dmillion.

Booz Allen & Hamilton Inc.
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Uses of Agr:icultuial Materials: Situation and Outlook Report,,, Irshad Aluned,
et. al-, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic ReseatchService, Washington, DC, ruS-1,
thru ruS-6 (semi-annual/arurual report), June 1993through September 1996.
"Replacing

Petrochemicals with Biochemicals: A Pollution prevention Strategy for Great
Lakes Region," Irshad Ahned and David Morris, IISR, Washington, DC, 1994.
"Biopolymers: An Engineering,
Economic and Environmental Assessment of an Emerging
Industry," Douglas Beach, Irshad Ahmed, Lewrene Glas€r, and Michael price, in Advances in
Solar Energy: An Annual Review of Research and Development, Bder, Karl W.(editor), Vol. 8,
American Solar Energy Society, Inc., Boulder, Colorado, 1994.
"The Carbohydrate Economy:
Making Chemicals and krdustrial Materials from plant
Matter," David Morris and Irchad Ahmed, IIS& Washington, DC, 1992.
"Making Chemicals and
Industrial Materials from Renewable Resources," Irshad Ahmed,
Invited Cuest Presentation, Confidential report to the National ResearchCouncil, Committee on
BiobasedProducts, National Academy of Sciences,Washington, D.C.,lrtly 8, f994.
"Creating

Intemational Markets for U.S. Agricultural Products and Technologies," Irshad
Ahmed, paper presentedat The 1995Ag Material Surnmit, Washington, DC, May 3-5, 1995.
"Life{ycle

Assessmentof the BiobasedProducts and Processes,"Irshad Ahmed, paper
presented at the Woodfiber-Plastic Composites Conference, Madison, Wisconsin, May 1-3,
1995.
"An Overview
of Current and Emerging Biomass Utilization Options: Biomass Resources,
Conversion Technologies, and Biobased Products," Irshad Ahmed (speaker & moderator),
paper presented at 4th Annual ARC Conference, Recycling Organic Matedals: Biobased
Opportunities, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, August 16-18,1994.
"Carbohydrates and

Pollution Prevention: Making Chemicals and Induskial Materials
from Plant Matter," D. Morris and Irshad Ahmed, Pollution Prevention Review, 383-396, !ol.
3, No. 4, Autumn 1993.
"Biomass-Ethanol

Technology Evaluation and Commercialization Potential Assessment,"
Irshad Ahmed, Confidential rcport prepaied for the OIfice of Energy & Environment, The White
House, Booz.Allen & Hamilton, Mcl€an, VA, November 1996.
"FAPSIM Database and Reports,"
US Department of Agriculture, Economic Research
Services, Washington , I](:, Itrly 1996.
US Department of Energy, Office of Industrial Technologies, Washington, DC, JuJrre1996.
Chemical Marketing Reporter, Chemical Profiles and data from multiple articles, January
1994 though July 1996 issues.
Booz.Allen & Hamilton intemal reports, data, and NEXIS/LEXIS Databases,July 1996.
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